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Abstract. In this contribution, we propose an experimentally-validated system-
level model of a magnetoelectric transducer and a general methodology for future
characterization of similar transducers. This methodology provides insights into
the main origin of power losses. An analogy with piezoelectric generators leads
to a system-level figure of merit which is strongly impacted by the nonlinear
behavior of the transducer. Considering the complexity of the observed nonlinear
behavior, we opt for a grey-box model of the dependencies between the transducer
characteristics and the operating point. Applying our methodology to an
optimized sample shows that nonlinear mechanical losses are the main origin of
power dissipation. The maximum transferable power is proven to be up to 61%
lower than the power one would expect from a linear characterization.

Keywords: figure of merit, magnetoelectric transducers, power limit, wireless power
transmission
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1. Introduction

Magnetoelectric (ME) transducers are solutions for
wireless power transfer in a variety of applications
(energy harvesters, power converters, sensors ...) [1–6].
These transducers may be used for wireless charging
of implants, avoiding critical surgical operation. A
common way to manufacture these transducers is by
bounding layers of magnetostrictive and piezoelectric
(PE) materials [7, 8]. The resulting assembly converts
the magnetic energy into mechanical energy (via
the magnetostrictive layers) and then into electrical
energy (via the PE layer). Like other generators
(e.g. PE transducers, photovoltaic cells), a power
management (PM) circuit is required between the
transducer and the load or storage unit to ensure
optimal energy transmission [9–16]. The design of an
efficient PM electrical interface relies on the generator
characteristics. For instance, previous literature
defines the most relevant system-level parameters of
a linear piezoelectric generator for the design of an
electrical interface [9]. Among them, a so-called figure
of merit (FOM) is determined. It was proven to be a
crucial criterion for impedance matching. This FOM
is the product of two material-related parameters: the
quality factor Q and the expedient electromechanical
coefficient k2m [17, 18]. The corresponding power
converted by the PE transducer is known to be
bounded, the upper bound being sometimes called
theoretical power limit (Plim) [19,20].

Despite the similarities between the two systems
(PE and ME), the power limitation and FOM of
a ME transducer have not been determined yet.
Therefore, we propose an experimentally-validated
system-level model of a magnetoelectric transducer and
a general methodology for the characterization of such
transducers.

This contribution is divided into three sections.
Section 2 is dedicated to a nonlinear single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) model and its main parameters of
interest. We determine the theoretical power limit
and the figure of merit of a ME transducer. Then,
in section 3, we propose a method to characterize the
generator and validate it experimentally. Finally, the
experimental results are analyzed in terms of power
losses, transferable power and impedance matching
condition in section 4.

2. Theoretical study

2.1. System-level model of a magnetoelectric
transducer

The ME transducer is placed under a static magnetic
field (generated by a permanent magnet). A variable
magnetic field at angular frequency ω is generated by

a current iin = i0 sinωt flowing through a coil. Since
the dimensions of the ME transducer are very small
with respect to the wavelength of the AC magnetic
field, the latter is uniform inside the sample. The
SDOF model of the magnetoelectric transducer (ME)
under such conditions is given in Fig. 1. In this model,
Cp is the capacitance of the piezoelectric element.
The leak resistance rp, in parallel with Cp, accounts
for the electrical losses inside the piezoelectric layer.
The piezoelectric output current is written i and the
piezoelectric voltage u. The mechanical model is made
of an effective mass M of motion x with respect to
the base, suspended by a spring of stiffness K(x). A
previous study has proven that the system exhibits a
nonlinear stiffness [21]. For that reason, we assume
that the stiffness is given by (1).

K(x) = Klin +KNL(x) (1)

With this definition, Klin corresponds to the
stiffness of the resonator for a very low vibration
amplitude and KNL(x) to the displacement-dependent
stiffness of the system. The natural angular (short-
circuit) frequency is ω0(x) =

√
K(x)/M and the

natural frequency is f0(x) = ω0(x)/2π. We also
define the natural angular frequency ω0lin =

√
Klin/M

in linear regime. The factor β (N/A) accounts
for the bidirectional magneto-mechanical coupling
(MMC) and the factor α (N/V) for the bidirectional
electromechanical coupling (EMC). One may expect
small variations of α with the motion x [22–24] but our
experimental results (see section 3) allow us to neglect
the variations of α. The mechanical and magnetic
losses in the circuit are modeled by a nonlinear damper
(2).

c(x, dx/dt) = clin + cNL(x, dx/dt) (2)

With this definition, clin accounts for the damping of
the resonator at a very low vibration amplitude and
cNL(x,

dx
dt ) for all the potential sources of nonlinear

damping.
Many physical phenomena may be the source of

nonlinear damping [22, 25]. Among them, one may
expect structural damping when the elastic material is
imperfect and/or due to slip or friction or numerous
other physical phenomena [26]. Based on these
assumptions, the motion of mass M , is governed by
(3) and (4).

M
d2x

dt2
+ c(x,

dx

dt
)
dx

dt
+K(x)x+ αu− βiin = 0, (3)

u

rload
= α

dx

dt
− Cp

du

dt
− u

rp
(4)

The corresponding quality factor is defined by (5)
where Qlin and QNL(x,

dx
dt ) are given in (6) and (7).
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Figure 1. Magneto-electromechanical model of the ME transducer.

1

Q(x, dx
dt )

=
1

Qlin
+

1

QNL(x,
dx
dt )

(5)

Qlin =
Mω0lin

clin
(6)

QNL(x,
dx

dt
) =

Mω0(x)

cNL(x,
dx
dt )

(7)

Unfortunately the aforementioned parameters are
dependent on the fabrication process of the sample and
the motion amplitude. Hence, no analytical expression
is readily available. This justifies the choice of a grey-
box model detailed in the following sections.

2.2. Figure of merit and maximum power point of a
ME transducer

2.2.1. Linearized case of a leakless transducer In
order to determine the maximum transferable power,
the piezoelectric layer is assumed to be leakless (rp =
∞). Since the parameters depend on the mechanical
motion, the system is linearized in the vicinity of an
amplitude x0. In such case, the behavior of the ME
system becomes (8) and (9). The linearized quality
factor then verifies (10).

M
d2x

dt2
+c

(
x0,

dx

dt
(x0)

)
dx

dt
+K(x0)x+αu−βiin = 0, (8)

u

rload
= α

dx

dt
− Cp

du

dt
(9)

1

Q(x0)
=

1

Qlin
+

1

QNL

(
x0,

dx
dt (x0)

) (10)

Based on the notations given in Table 1, we
obtain (11) and (12), which bring out the expedient
electromechanical coupling coefficient k2m [17,18] given
in (13) and an expedient magnetoelectric coupling
coefficient Bm (14). In (12), Rload stands for the
normalized resistance Rload = rloadCpω0(X0).

Ẍ +
Ẋ

Q(X0)
+X + U −BmIin = 0, (11)

U

Rload
= k2mẊ − U̇, (12)

k2m(X0) =
α2

K(X0)Cp
(13)

Bm(X0) =
βCpω0(X0)

α
(14)

Table 1. Notations

Variable Quantity (unit) Normalized variable

ω Vibration angular frequency (rad.s−1) Ω = ω
ω0

x Displacement of the resonator (m) X =
xMω2

0

βi0

iin Input current (A) Iin =
iink

2
mMω0

αβi0

i Output current (A) I =
ik2

mMω0

αβi0

u Output voltage (V ) U = uα
βi0

For the sake of readability, in this subsection, we
will omit the parentheses (e.g. write Q, ω0 instead of
Q(X0), ω0(X0)).

In order to reach impedance matching, some
specific operating conditions must be fulfilled. Writing
u = u1sin(ωt + ϕ), the transfer function between the
first-harmonic voltage and the first-harmonic motion
can be written (15) [19].

U1

X1

= k2m(Up(Ω) + jUq(Ω)), (15)

The two conditions to guarantee impedance
matching are (16) and (17).

Ω2 = 1 + k2mUp(Ω), (16)

k2mQ = − Ω

Uq(Ω)
(17)

For a PE transducer, a well-known system-
level FOM is the product k2mQ appearing in (17).
Depending on this FOM, optimal power transmission
may or may not be achieved by a circuit at a
given frequency. It all depends on the mathematical
possibility to verify simultaneously (16) and (17) [19].
Since the rules (16) and (17) are the same for PE
and ME transducers, k2mQ is also a relevant FOM for
magnetoelectric systems.
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2.2.2. Maximum power transmission for a ME
transducer In the literature, the theoretical limitation
to the power transferred by a PE transducer when
subject to a given acceleration γ = ÿ = γmsin(ωt)
is given by (18) [27]. This power limit can be achieved
with a relevant power management circuit between
the transducer and the load, guaranteeing impedance
matching.

PlimPE
=

Mγm
2Q

8ω0
(18)

A significant difference between the PE and the
ME transducers is that the latter is not an inertial
system, which means that its actuation force βiin (see
(3)) is not proportional to its mass (whereas it is
γM for the PE transducer (20)). Another significant
difference lies in the fact that the parameters k2m and Q
are the result of the complex magnetic, mechanical and
electrical interaction between the piezoelectric and the
magnetostrictive layers. Our experiments prove that
both parameters differ from the coupling coefficient
and quality factor of the piezoelectric sample alone.
No analytical expression is available for such a system.
However, considering the analogy between the PE and
ME models, the determination of the power limit for
a ME transducer actuated by an AC input current
iin = i0sin(ωt) can be obtained with the substitution
(19).

Mγm ↔ βi0, (19)

This substitution leads to the maximum theoret-
ical power PlimME

(21). Contrary to PE transducers,
the power limit of ME systems is not proportional to
the effective massM , but to the square of the expedient
magnetoelectric coefficient Bm. It is also proportional
to the transducer FOM k2mQ, which is a significant dif-
ference with the PE case.

M
d2x

dt2
+ c

dx

dt
+Kx+ αu−Mγ = 0, (20)

PlimME
=

B2
mk2mQi20
8Cpω0

(21)

All these considerations about the FOM and the
maximum power transmission of a ME transducer
highlight the importance of the system-level param-
eters k2m, Q, Bm and Cp. In the following section, we
validate this model experimentally and quantify the
nonlinear behavior of our ME transducer. We deter-
mine the impact of this nonlinear behavior on the max-
imum power and FOM of the generator.

3. Experimental study

3.1. Experimental setup

Fig. 2 shows a picture of the ME sample: two magne-
tostrictive layers (Terfenol-D longitudinally-polarized)

of the same dimensions (10mm×14mm×1mm) glued
to a piezoelectric plate (P51 longitudinally-polarized)
(10mm × 20mm × 1mm). This sample has been op-
timized based on a previous work [28]. A wire is
welded at each side of the piezoelectric sample. The
sample is exposed to an optimal DC magnetic field
HDC = 40 × 103A/m, chosen to maximize the open-
circuit voltage via a permanent magnet arrangement.
The additional AC magnetic field is generated by the
excitation coil connected to an Agilent 33220A genera-
tor. We perform frequency sweeps from fmin = 65kHz
to fmax = 72kHz for several loads around rload = 600Ω
close to the optimal resistance. A picture and a
schematic of the setup are given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

As described in the theoretical part, the damping
coefficient c(x, dx

dt ) and the stiffness K(x) are expected
to change when the amplitude xm of the displacement
x varies. Hence, controlling the amplitude of
the displacement would ensure that the system
parameters do not vary significantly during each
sweep. Unfortunately, controlling the mechanical
motion without dedicated instruments like a laser
vibrometer is complex. However, the motion amplitude
xm is proportional to the amplitude i1 of the output
current as long as the load resistance is constant (see
(22) obtained from (9)). In (22), ωm = π(fmax+fmin)
is the center of the frequency interval. Equation (22)
assumes that the resonator is characterized on a narrow
frequency range due to its high Q-factor. Hence,
controlling the amplitude i1 of the output current
and the load rload guarantees that the amplitude of
the mechanical motion remains constant during each
sweep.

xm =
i1
αω

√
1 +

ω2

ω2
0

R2
load ≃ i1

αωm

√
1 +

ω2
m

ω2
0

R2
load (22)

Figure 2. ME sample: a PE layer (light green) between two
magnetostrictive layers (dark). Each one is glued to one side of
the PE plate.

3.2. Preliminary admittance measurements

In order to determine the capacitance Cp and
the coupling coefficient k2m of the ME sample, we
performed admittance measurements (with Zurich
Instruments MFIA Impedance Analyzer) under HDC

in the absence of any AC magnetic field. An example
is given in Fig. 5 where f = ω

2π . The sweep duration
is 20s and the sweep step is 100Hz. Measurements at
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Figure 3. Test bench made of an excitation coil (100 turns,
18mm of diameter, 0.1mm�wire), a sliding rail to adjust the
permanent magnet position and to reach the optimal static
magnetic field of 40×103A/m. The ME transducer is put inside
the sample holder surrounded by the coil.

Figure 4. Schematic of the experimental setup.

other amplitudes from 0.1V to 3V have shown that
neither Cp nor k2m vary significantly. We found that
Cp ≃ 2nF and k2m ≃ 5.48× 10−2.

Figure 5. Admittance measurements (u1 = 1.5V )

.

3.3. Experimental results

In the series of measurements, the amplitude of the
output current is regulated at different levels from
0.28mA to 2.55mA. For this range of iout, the
amplitude i0 of the input current iin varies from 2mA
to 90mA. We perform the measurements for 8 loads
between 270Ω and 2200Ω. Parameters are identified
from a nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure on
the transfer function u1/i0 which can be obtained
from (11) and (12) expressed in the frequency domain
either numerically or analytically. The corresponding
analytical formula is given in (23) where d1(Ω) =
2k2mQRload+1+R2

loadΩ
2 and d2(Ω) = Ω2−2+R2

load(1+
k2m − Ω2)2.

Fig. 6 illustrates three examples at i1 = 0.28mA,
i1 = 1.41mA and i1 = 2.55mA. The corresponding
estimated parameters are reported in Fig. 7.

u1

i0
(Ω) =

Bmk2mRloadΩ

ω0Cp

√
Ω2

Q2 d1(Ω) + 1 + Ω2d2(Ω)
(23)

For each load, we observe that:

• the quality factor Q and the natural frequency f0
decrease,

• the expedient magnetoelectric coeficient Bm

slightly rises

when the amplitude i1 of the piezoelectric current i
increases.

3.4. Further analysis and validation

To analyze further the results given in section 3.3,
we quantify the evolution of the parameters with the
output current. To that purpose, we start by fitting
an empirical law on the parameters Q(i1), f0(i1) and
Bm(i1). The corresponding laws are given in (24), (25)
and (26) in which imin = 0.28mA is the minimum
amplitude of the output current set in our experiments.
Since each rload leads to a different mechanical motion
amplitude (see (22)), the coefficients of the empirical
law must be adjusted depending on the resistive load.
The values of the parameters in the empirical laws
for the resistances tested in this setup are given in
Tables 2, 3 and 4. The evolution of f2

0 corresponds
to a spring softening effect, preponderant at low
amplitude, and a slight hardening effect balancing the
softening effect as the motion amplitude increases.
The evolution of Bm shows that the magnetostrictive
coefficient β is proportional to the output current.
Lastly, (24) combined with (22) shows that the energy
losses rise significantly with the amplitude of the
mechanical motion. These results provide the quality
factor Qlin (27), the natural frequency f0lin (28) and
the magnetoelectric coefficient Bmlin

(29) in linear
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Figure 6. Model identification: experimental frequency responses u1/i0 for a regulated amplitude of the output current (left:
i1 = 0.28mA, middle: i1 = 1.41mA, right: i1 = 2.55mA). Crosses: measurements. Solid lines: model. From blue to red:
rload = 270Ω to rload = 2200Ω.

regime (at low motion amplitude). The corresponding
standard deviation σ is also indicated.

1

Q(i1)
=

1

Qlin
+ p1

(
i1

imin

)q

, (24)

f2
0 (i1) = f2

0lin

[
1− ν1

i1
imin

+ ν2

(
i1

imin

)2
]
, (25)

Bm(i1) = Bmlin

[
1 + b1

i1
imin

]
, (26)

Table 2. Empirical law of Q

rload(Ω) Qlin q (×10−1) p1 (×10−2)
270 47.9 3.484 0.692
390 47.8 3.526 0.695
470 49.0 3.598 0.702
680 56.1 3.012 0.929
820 53.4 3.282 0.820
1000 57.9 3.152 0.883
1800 50.8 4.166 0.620
2200 46.4 4.879 0.502

Table 3. Empirical law of f2
0

rload(Ω) f0lin(kHz) ν1 (×10−3) ν2 (×10−4)
270 68.15 2.84 0.83
390 68.19 2.90 0.77
470 68.21 3.04 0.82
680 68.22 3.15 0.74
820 68.22 3.55 1.10
1000 68.20 3.51 0.93
1800 68.08 4.40 1.08
2200 68.00 4.47 0.65

Qlin =
2πMf0lin

clin
= 51.2 (σ = 4.2), (27)

Table 4. Empirical law of Bm

rload(Ω) Bmlin
(×10−2) b1 (×10−3)

270 9.86 7.96
390 9.83 7.06
470 9.69 7.60
680 9.57 7.66
820 9.52 7.23
1000 9.39 6.85
1800 9.05 8.63
2200 9.02 9.14

f0lin =
1

2π

√
Klin

M
= 68160Hz (σ = 81Hz), (28)

Bmlin
= 9.5× 10−2 (σ = 3.2× 10−3), (29)

Ultimate validation of our model requires to check its
predictivity. To that purpose, we perform another
series of measurements where the amplitude i0 of the
input current is regulated, instead of the amplitude i1
of the output current. If our model is accurate (i.e.
if the parameters mainly depend on the output), we
should be able to predict the evolution of i1 during
the frequency sweeps at i0 constant by taking into
account the parameter variations identified in Fig. 7.
We report in Fig. 8, the predicted evolution of the
output current at three regulated amplitudes i0 =
11.3mA, i0 = 19.8mA and i0 = 35.4mA for several
loads, along with the experimental measurements. The
agreement between the experiments and the predicted
behavior is very good. If the parameters did mostly
depend on the AC magnetic field (i.e. on the input
current), the predicted behavior would be far from the
observations. Despite the good correspondence, we
observe a small deviation between the predictions and
the measurements which implies that the parameters
may also slightly depend on the input current.

Now that the model has been validated, interest-
ing conclusions can be drawn from our characteriza-
tion. A first set of conclusions relates to the main
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Figure 7. System parameters as a function of the output current i1 for several resistive loads. Left: quality factor Q, middle:
natural frequency f0, right: expedient magnetoelectric coefficient Bm (Dots : Measurements. Solid lines: Fits).

Figure 8. Model validation: experimental frequency responses u1/i0 for a regulated amplitude of the input current (left:
i0 = 11.3mA, middle: i0 = 19.8mA, right: i0 = 35.4mA). Dots: measurements. Solid lines: model. From blue to red: rload = 270Ω
to rload = 2200Ω.

physical origin of performance degradation in our de-
vice. The second set deals with the consequences of the
system nonlinear behavior on the circuit design and on
the transferable power. These discussions are the sub-
jects of section 4.

4. Discussion

4.1. About the physical origin of power losses

Specific physical phenomena lie in the evolution of the
estimated quality factor. In terms of energy losses, the
overall system can be decomposed into a resistive part
in the RLC-series equivalent model of the resonator
and a parallel resistance rp. In our model, the quality
factor Q accounts for all the energy losses (magnetic
and/or mechanical) except the electrical losses related
to leak currents.

4.1.1. Electrical losses In section 2.1, we modelled
the electrical losses with the leak resistance rp and
stated that it is often neglected in theoretical as well as
in experimental studies. In our case, we measured the
parallel resistance rp and it is so large that we are not
able to determine its exact value. Our measurements

suggest that it is superior to 2MΩ, which is larger than
rload by 3 orders of magnitude. For this reason, we can
safely assume that the electrical losses are negligible
and are not the cause of the observed variations of
the parameters. In particular, they cannot explain
the decrease of the quality factor when the current
increases.

4.1.2. Magnetic losses The origin of magnetic
losses is mainly related to eddy current in the
magnetostrictive layer [29, 30]. Eddy currents are
expected to increase when the AC magnetic fields
becomes larger. In section 3.3, we have proven that
Q may reasonably be assumed to be independent of
i0 and dependent mainly on i1. Hence, in our setup,
the magnetic losses may be neglected compared to the
(nonlinear) mechanical losses.

4.1.3. Mechanical losses Since other origins have
been eliminated, the preponderant energy losses in
our system are mechanical. As stated in section
2.1, a damping coefficient that is dependent on
the displacement x and/or the velocity dx/dt [23,
25] is typically related to mechanical dissipation.
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Figure 9. Power vs. frequency responses for a regulated amplitude of the input current (left: i0 = 11.3mA, middle: i0 = 19.8mA,
right: i0 = 35.4mA). Dots : Experimental measurements. Solid lines : Responses reconstructed based on the characterization at
regulated output currents. Dashed lines : Responses expected from a linear model. Dash-dot line (gray): power limit of the ME
transducer.

Measurements performed on the PE element before
gluing to the magnetostrictive layers have shown that
the PE layer alone behaves linearly. Significant
discrepancies appear after gluing the PE layer to the
magnetostrictive layers. For this reason, we suspect the
losses to come from dissipation inside the glue and/or
inside the magnetostrictive layers.

4.2. Impact of parameter variations on circuit design

The transferable power as well as the impedance
matching condition are affected by the nonlinear
behavior of the system through the variation of Q (see
section 2.1). One may wonder about the consequences
of the previous characterization on the output power
when the input current is constant, which is the most
common and practical situation. In such case, we
have demonstrated that a good way to determine the
system response is to characterize it at several levels of
output current and then reconstruct the response for
a given input current. This is what we did in Fig. 9,
where we plot the power vs. frequency curves for the
optimal load (680Ω) for regulated input currents of
11.3mA, 19.8mA and 35.4mA. We compare the result
to what one would expect from a characterization of
a linear system. This graph highlights how the peak
power measured at 11.3mA would be overestimated
by around 48% with the linear assumption. Since the
load has been optimally chosen, the experimental peak
power reaches the power limit Plim (21) predicted from
the identified parameters. Even though this discussion
remains qualitatively valid for other input levels,
the situation is even more complex that the exact
conclusions quantitatively depend on the considered
levels of current. At higher input levels, the same
conclusions hold. However, the discrepancy between
the linear assumption and the experimentally-validated

model increases. For instance, results at i0 = 35.4mA
lead to an overestimation of 61%, instead of 48%
previously (see Fig. 9).

The nonlinearity of the transducer also affects the
value of the optimal load which linear theory would
expect to be 350Ω [31].

All these considerations thus have a huge impact
on further circuit design.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied a ME transducer using a
SDOF model. We proposed a methodology to identify
the model parameters and noticed that, for the current
levels achieved in our setup, the most consistent result
is obtained when regulating the output current. This is
explained by the dependency between the parameters
of interest and the mechanical motion.

In particular, the evolution of the quality factor
proves that the main origin of energy losses in our
device lies in a phenomenon that is dependent on the
mechanical vibration amplitude. More importantly,
the results invalidate the assumption of predominant
magnetic losses. In terms of transferable power, we
quantified the impact of the nonlinear behavior on the
maximum power achievable by our transducer. We also
introduced the figure of merit of the ME transducer
and demonstrated that the maximum transferable
power is a function of the model parameters and of
the input current. We showed that trying to transfer
more power by increasing the input current may not
be as efficient as expected due to increasing mechanical
energy losses.

In terms of analysis of the physical phenomena
which take place in magnetoelectric assemblies, this
study paves the way to future works to minimize
nonlinear effects and energy losses and to maximize
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the amount of transferred power. In terms of electrical
design, it quantifies the constraints that must be
taken into account before implementation. Further
investigations will focus on these two aspects. In
addition, analyzing the impact of a non-sinusoidal
input on the system behavior (e.g. in power converters)
is the subject of ongoing work.
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